Assessment Highlights:
• Focus outcome for 2012-13: Personal Development
• Over 38 survey projects, rubrics, and focus groups
• Increase of assessment activity from 2011-12
• Launched planning module, “compliance assist”
• Increased use of “Campus Labs” by students/staff
• Expansion of assessment resources to key CUC partners
• Focus for 2013-14: Engaging Others In Action

Examples of Student Affairs program improvement:
• CDO “Sophomore Re-Orientation”
  • Pre- and Post-surveys demonstrated:
    • What was working, including our broad range of information resources and key opportunities to speak with alumni
    • What could be improved, like focusing on current concerns and more opportunities for informal one-on-one conversations
• Judicial Process
  • Post-surveys recommended:
    • Streamline hearing process to reduce witness wait time
    • Providing outcome results more quickly, including more details on decision rationale
    • Educating participants thoroughly in judicial process
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